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March 31, 2017 - After several months' developing and testing, TunesKit finally unveiled
its first video editing software Free Video Cutter for Windows and Mac today, an
innovative movie cutting tool with much faster running speed and lossless quality.
TunesKit Free Video Cutter is designed to meet the requirement of quick video editing
for new beginners, it is expected to cut video quickly while keeping the high video
quality. New, simple yet fantastic, this may be the first impression of every users for the
new TunesKit Free Video Cutter. By releasing such a perfect free video trimmer and
related text/video tutorials and resources, TunesKit offers the best free solution for the
video lovers to trim and rearrange their collected footages to small, clean precious
movie clips easily.

TunesKit Free Video Cutter Features and Benefits
Differ from other professional level video editing software which comes with kinds of
dazzling editing features like PIP, voice over, transition, overlay effect etc, TunesKit
Free Video Cutter doesn’t have any of these, it is specially designed for cutting videos
only with core features below:
1.Tab the ‘Add’ button or Drag & Drop to import videos.
2.Support all the popular formats like MP4, M4V, MOV, MPEG, AVI and much more.
3.Timeline based editing window, precise trimming settings by adjusting the slider or
inputting a value.
4.Support to trim multiple video segments.
5.Support to merge video segments into a complete movie.
6.Preview your video before exporting.
7.Output lossless quality videos.

All these features are optimized to the best performance. It can even cut a video at a
50X faster speed which surpasses a professional level video editing tool. With these
useful features, cutting large videos to small video clips has never been easier.
Everyone including the new video beginners will be able to use TunesKit Free Video
Cutter to create new movies in an comfortable way.
Besides this easy usability, this free video cutter can keep the original video quality
when cutting videos. TunesKit takes advantage of the latest multimedia innovative
technology to cut videos in a complete new way, it doesn’t require to encode/decode
video during converting which prevents the video quality from being lost.

TunesKit Free Video Cutter Availability and User Guide
This new release is available online for everyone. It is specially useful for users
who want to split and shrink videos so that to share video to others. It comes with 2
versions, Windows and Mac and they are free forever. Every video editing people can
either use it on a Windows or Mac computer. It takes only 3 steps to cut a large footage
to small scenes. What need to be done is add a media file first, then choose the trim
settings and finally click ‘Start’ to export the video. Users can simply download from the
official website to use them.
With this simple video trimmer, new videos editing users don’t need to worry about the
complicated operating processes of a professional video editing software. Sometimes
even experienced users like to use it to do a basic trimming too because it can really
save time when splitting videos. However, it doesn’t have any advanced features. For
advanced users who want to create great movies with stunning features, this free video
editor may not help, it would be better to get other professional editing software like
Adobe Premiere, Cyberlink Power Director or Wondershare Filmora. Nevertheless, it is
a great video editing tool for cutting videos which can be found online for free today and
it surely increases the efficiency of editing videos..

About TunesKit

TunesKit is a multimedia software development company which focus on developing
kinds of video editing and converting software. They offer quick, easy solutions to
editing and converting movies for 4 year and they have over 5,000,000 satisfied users
all over the world. As a young entrepreneur team, they keep striving to release new
wonderful tools.

